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Abstract 

Closed-Loop Theory 

1 

~xamples of information about knowledge in memory 

are described, and two conceptualizations of the source 

of such information--the partial recall hypothesis and 

the closed-loop theory--are reviewed. Wearing (1970) 

conducted a study to support the closed-loop theory 

~sing 60 eve pairs in a paired-associate task with a 

recall measure and confidence ratings. An attempt is 

made to replicate and extend some of his findings. Some 

are replicated, except for one finding with which he 

supported closed-loop theory. With support for closed

loop theory thus reduced, the partial recall hypothesis 

seems more plausible. 
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Closed-Loop Theory and 

The Partial Recall Hypothesis 

Jecision-making in learning, like decision-making 

in any other area, requires valid information. Teachers 

can use the information provided by pencil and paper tests 

to help them make decisions concerning the achievement 

levels of students, but the students seldom have the in

for~ation from these tests until after they have made 

important decisions. They may rely on information from 

other sources to decide when to stop studying, continue 

or review, and when to change approaches or subjects. 

(A related area, the response mode issue, has been re

view·ed by Anderson, 1970, and Tobius, 1973. ) 

Experience, partial recall, and feelings of fami

liarity are three possible sources. First, previous ex

periences with a subject area or similar subject areas 

enable individuals to estimate the amount or type of 

study required. The more learning experiepces a person 

has had with a particular area or similar areas, the 

better he can guide his own learning through that area. 

Second, as a person reviews or previews an area, 

the n~~ber of parts or attributes that come to mind auto

matically provides important information. For ins~ance, 

·nnen reviewing or previewing Bayesian statistics, a stu

de:::.t may encounter the terms "maximum likelihood ratio" 
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and "L11.terval estimation." The number of related pieces 

of information that come to mind automatically provides 

a clue to the amount of knowledge of these areas that is 

already available. 

Third, the student uses information coming from 

general feelings of familiarity produced as he previews 

or reviews a particular area. 

All three sources of information require no overt 

responding, no recitation of the material, as required 

by the usual "straw man," stimulus-response (S-R) theory. 

In spite of the absence of overt responding, people pos

sess varying amounts of information about the :Knowledge 

they have in memory. It is possible that, overall for 

the process of learning, learners rely more heavily on 

L11.forrnation from informal sources like the three men

tioned above than on information from formal sources 

like paper and pencil tests. 

S-R theory would have trouble accounting for this. 

In fact, Tulving and Madigan (1970) suggest that no 

theory has incorporated "one of the truly unique charac

teristics of human memory: its knowledge of its own 

k:no·nledge. " The literature they survey contains at 

least five examples of such knowledge: tip-of-the-tongue 

research, feeling-of-knowing research, confidence rating 
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~esea!'ch, and two more described by Adams (1967). I 

Nill describe these examples before detailing two ways 

that S-R theory can be extended to incorporate the 

sou.:-ce of these examples of information about knowledge 

in memory. 

Information about Knowledge 

Everyone has had occasions when he could not recall 

a name or some other piece of information which he was 

sure he knew and which he even felt he had on the tip of 

his tol"l..gue. Woodworth and Schlosberg (1954, pp. 719-

720) reported studies conducted early in this century 

a.~d studies by Woodworth (1934) himself, in which tip

of-the-tongue instances were collected from everyday ex

periences. In the laboratory, Brown and McNeill (1966) 

produced an experimental demonstration of the validity 

of tip-of-the-tongue experiences. They read to their 

subjects the definitions of words of Lorge-Thorndike 

frequency low enough that many words could not be re

called but high enough that many of them produced a 

tip-of-the-tongue experience. Of the tip-of-the-tongue 

exDerienced words, the subjects had some knowledge about 

n~mber of syllables, stress positions, and some of the 

letters and their positions in the words. They also 

·"'ere able to recall words of meaning and sound similar 
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to the tip-of-the tongue experienced words. 

I'he second example of information about knowledge 

in nemory is provided by Hart (1965) and Freedman and 

Landauer (1966). They conducted research with a design 

similar to Estes' {1960) miniature experiment. Estes 

gave a sequence of test trials following one re°inforced 

~rial, supporting his one-trial-learning arguments with 

the co~ditional probabilities of the outcome of a test 

trial given the outcome of an earlier test trial. Lan

dauer (1962) placed a matching test between the two test 

trials for a comparison with Estes. 

Hart's design consisted of a basic sequence of a 

recall test a..~d a recognition test with a judgment be

tween them. His subjects either made ratings on a 6-

point scale (1965, Exp. 2: 1967a, Exp. 2) or made a 

binary (yes/no) judgment (1965, Exp. 1; 1966; 1967a, 

Exp. 2; 1967b; 1968) about whether or not they felt 

they could recognize an item on a 4-alternative multiple 

choice test, given that they could not recall the item. 

Hart used general knowledge questions except for two 

experi:n.ents in which he paired words with consonant 

trigra.~ syllables in a paired-associate learning task 

(1967a). Hart reported significant differences (by 

either sign or t test) between the number of items which 
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~ere not correctly recalled but were correctly recog

nized given a feeling-of-knowing following the recall 

test, and the number of items which were not correctly 

recalled but were correctly recognized given a feeling

of-no-:-knowing following the recall test. His subjects 

had a feeling-of-knowing on the majority of the items 

they had failed to recall but later recognized. 

Freedman and Landauer (1966) used 150 general know

ledge questions and a design consisting of an uncued 

recall test, a confidence rating, a cued recall test, 

a..~d finally a recognition test. They reported a sig

nificant F value for a..~ analysis of variance on the pro

portions of unrecalled items later recognized across 

the four confidence rating categories. They suggested 

the existence of a direct relationship between the de

gree of accuracy of recognition and the degree to which 

the subject is confident that he has learned the response 

even though he cannot recall it at that time. 

This study by Freedman and Landauer demonstrated 

the similarities between feeling-of-knowing ratings and 

the third example, confidence ratings. Both consisted 

of either ratings or binary yes/no judgments. In the 

former the subjects estimated the accuracy of their 

potential or future responses, and in the latter they 

estimated the accuracy of past or actual responses. 
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Jersild (1929) provided one early example of re

search on confidence ratings. More recently, Pollack 

an1 Vecker (1958, also in Swets, 1964) and Clarke (1960, 

also in Swets, 1964) used confidence ratings in psycho

physical research (see also Green & Swets, 1966). Mur

dock (1974, pp. 117-121) suggested that the use of con

fidence ratings leads to the theoretical separation of 

memory and decision processes. Most evidence certainly 

points to a direct relationship between confidence 

ratings and response accuracy, reflecting the subjects' 

ability to discriminate between correct and incorrect 

responses. 

Adams mentioned the final two examples, omission 

and error rejection behaviors. He stated that the first 

of these occurs when a subject withholds a covert cor

rect response or rejects an overt one because he in

correctly believes it to be wrong, and the second occurs 

when the subject makes an incorrect respon~e and, as he 

gives it, realizes that it is wrong and rejects it. 

T·no exte.nsions of S-R theory can account for these 

five examples of information about knowledge in memory. 

(See Greenwald, 1970, for other theories.) The partial 

recall hypothesis is presented first because it is some

what simpler than the closed-loop theory. 
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Partial Recall Hypothesis 

The attribute theories (Bower, 19671 Horowitz & Pry

tulak. 1969: Underwood, 1969, 1972) have made the partial 

recall hypothesis seem plausible. If a subject can re

call parts and attributes of the correct response even 

though he cannot recall the whole response, he can use 

these parts and attributes as information for various 

decisions. He will say he has it on the tip of his 

tongue if he is close to recalling the whole response, 

and he will say he feels he knows it if he can recall a 

certain type or number of parts and attributes. He knows 

he has a better probability of recognizing items he can

not recall if he can recall some parts and attributes. 

He can use the parts and attributes that he can recall to 

help distinguish the correct response from incorrect 

responses on a multiple choice test. 

Blake (1973) used a variation of the feeling-of

knowing design to test the partial recall hypothesis. He 

used a short-term memory paradigm to reduce inter-item 

interference. Also, on the recognition test, he reduced 

the adva.~tage from being able to recall some of the let

ters of consonant trigram syllables. Those letters of 

the syllables which the subject could not recall cor

rectly on the recall test were exactly the letters by 
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which the alternatives differed on the multiple choice 

test. Thus the subjects could not use the letters they 

~ould recall to help discriminate between the correct 

alternative a.~d the incorrect alternatives on the multi

ple choice test. 

This reduction of the partial recall advantage re

duced feeling-of-knowing accuracy but did not eliminate 

it. The advantage produced by other parts and attributes 

which had also helped give the subject a feeling-of

t::nowing still were not eliminated on the multiple choice 

test, a.~d these helped subjects select the correct 

response. 

One problem with the partial recall hypothesis is 

the question of how the subjects know which recalled 

?arts and attributes or whole responses are correct. 

?erhaps a.~other attribute--ease or automaticity of 

recall--helps,explain the ability of subjects to dis

tino.o-uish between correct and incorrect. Incorrectly 

recalled items or parts and attributes usually are slower 

or more difficult to produce. Subjects use their per

ceptions of the speed or ease of recall to decide how 

confident they should be of the recalled parts, attri

butes or whole responses, 

In SU.'iL~ary, the attribute of automaticity of recall 
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a.~d the recall of parts and attributes can be used to 

explain the source of information about knowledge in 

:nemory. As will be seen, this extension of S-R theory 

requires less elaboration than closed-loop theory. 

Closed-Loop Theory 

Adams. (1967, 1968) combines aspects of both sign 

significate (S-S) theory and S-R theory in a more 

elaborate conceptualization of the source of information 

about knowledge in memory. He suggests that during 

lea..'lling two types of traces are formed between the stimu

lus a.'l'ld the response: the memory and perceptual traces. 

The memory traces produce the response either covertly 

or overtly when cued by the stimulus. Covert responses 

a.:::-e produced by the thinking process and become overt 

·i11hen spoken or written, 

Ada.ms' notion of the perceptual traces derives from 

S-S theory, which he extends by giving the perceptual 

trace the ability to indirectly reinforce the memory 

trace in the following fashion. A memory trace cued by 

a stimulus produces a covert response. This covert 

response produces perceptual traces of the stimulus

response association. These covert-response-produced 

perceptual traces are compared with the original-learning

produced perceptual traces to determine the correctness 
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of the covert response. If the two sets of perceptual 

traces match, the subject can recognize the covert 

response as correct. When he gives the response overtly 

more perceptual traces are produced which can be compared 

with perceptual traces formed during original learning. 

If a match again occurs, the memory trace is further 

strengthened. The strengthening process results from the 

conscious application of rehearsal strategies such as 

repetition or mediation by the subject whenever he has 

recognized a correct response. 

This theory is also known as the two-factor feed

back model, which is predicated on a definition of re

inforcement as knowledge of results. Bilodeau and 

3ilodeau (1961) have discussed knowledge of results as 

the perception of any discrepancies between intended and 

actual behavior. The feedback part of the theory is 

~~alogous to theories of proprioception, kinethesis 

and systems analysis from engineering psychology. One 

factor, already described as the memory trace, is 

similar to habit in S-R theories, whereas the other 

factor, the perceptual trace, is similar to Mowrer's 

(1960) concept of the conditioned sensation or image. 

Adams accepts the two-stage theory of paired-

assoc ia te learning with response and association learning 
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s~ages. He states that paired-associate learning re

quires the ability to recognize both stimuli and 

:::-esponses. 

He assumes that recall and recognition depend on 

different structures. The memory traces are responsible 

for recalling responses; the perceptual traces are re

sponsiole for recognizing stimuli and responses, Per

ceptual trace strength and therefore recognition per

for~ance depend on frequency of exposure to stimuli and 

responses, whereas response trace strength depends on 

~requency of reinforcement. Of course, for both recog

nition and recall, performance depends on interference 

and t1·ace strength, These in turn depend on pre

experi:nental trace strength and experimental manipula

tions ·,qhich affect trace strength. Montague ( 1972) 

proYides more discussion of the relationship of Adams' 

theory to other studies of learning and memory. 

A number of studies (Adams & Bray, 19·70; Adams, 

Y.arshall & Bray, 1971; Adams, Mcintyre & Thorsheim, 

1969; Wearing, 1971) offer evidence for this theory. 

~1!ost of these studies involve confidence ratings. Con

~ id9nce ratings offer support for closed-loop theory in 

that the subjects are presumed to use their perceptions 

of the discrepancy between response-produced perceptual 
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traces and learning-produced perceptual traces to deter

mine their confidence ratings. If they perceive a large 

discrepancy, they give a low rating. 

Similarly, tip-of-the-tongue or feeling-of-knowing 

experiences are presumed to depend on the subjects• per

ceptions of the same type of discrepancy. Although the 

memory traces may not be strong enough in tip-of-the-tongue 

and feeling-of-knowing experiences to recall the whole 

response, they are strong enough to produce parts and 

attributes of the correct response. The subjects can 

perceive the discrepancy between the perceptual traces 

produced by the recalled parts and attributes and the 

perceptual traces produced on the learning trials. 

Through the use of confidence ratings, the study by 

Wea!"ing provides one of the best examples of support 

for closed-loop theory. 

Wearing's Experiment 

Wearing provides some evidence for cl"osed-loop 

theory by looking at the way confidence rating data 

vary when memory and perceptual traces are manipulated 

separately. He uses the following rationale. Because 

perceptual trace strength is determined by frequency of 

exposure as represented in measures of familiarity, he 

chose learning materials which vary in Archer's (1960) 

association value (AV). Items high on Archer's AV scale 
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should be high in familiarity, since Goss and Nodine 

(1965) found AV to be highly correlated with familiarity, 

~igh AY items should have higher pre-experimental per

ceptual trace strength than low AV items, Archer deter

mined the AV of each eve by asking his subjects four 

questions about it: Is it a word? does it remind you of 

a word? does it sound like a word? can you use it in a 

sentence? AV for any particular eve is the percentage 

of subjects who could answer at least one question af

firmatively. 

In Adams' theory, memory trace strength is deter

mined by measuring the level of learning of the asso

cia~ions. Because mediational devices such as natural 

la.~guage mediators (NLM's) are good indicants of high 

levels of learning (Kiess, 1968; Montague & Wearing, 

1967), items with a high potential for mediational 

devices should have higher pre-experimental memory trace 

strength than items with a low potential. ·Likewise, items 

for which NL.M's are reported should have had higher pre

experimental trace strength. Montague and Kiess (1968) 

provide a scale of the NLM potential of pairs of con

sonant-vo~el-consonant (CVC) syllables sampled across 

the full range of the AV scale, Both CVC's in a pair 

have the same value on the AV scale. Montague and 
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Kiess call their scaling of CVC pairs for NLM potential. 

the associability scale (AS). Wearing assumes that 

items with high AS should have higher pre-experimental. 

memory trace strength than low AS items. Montague and 

Kiess determined the AS value of each pair of CVC's 

by asking their subjects to report any NLM's they could 

think of for each pair. AS for any pair of CVC's is 

the percentage of subjects who reported an NLM. 

·ro summarize, Wearing uses AV to vary pre-experimental 

perceptual trace strength and AS to vary pre-experimental 

memory trace strength. Readers who still have doubts as 

to the efficacy of this manipulation can read Wearing 

(1971~ and his sources (Adams & Bray, 1970; Montague & 

Kiess, 1968; etc.). 

Whereas both AV and AS can be considered measures 

of meaningfulness, AV perhaps may be more dependent on 

mere frequency of exposure, and AS may be more dependent 

on the redintegrative power of two CVC's (See Horowitz 

& Prytulak, 1969), or on the number of transformations 

necessary to integrate them into a meaningful mediation 

strategy (see Prytulak, 1971). The first CVC is used 

as the cue for the second, so that a strong bond between 

them is necessary. 

To show the differences between AV and AS, the one 
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can be controlled and the other allowed to vary. An

other way to explore the differences between AV and AS 

is·to look for differences between the effects of AS at 

low and high AV. When AV is low the effect of increas

ing AS is simply that of increasing the ability. of CVC's 

to fit into complicated NLM's. When AV is high the ef

fect of increasing AS is that of increasing the ability 

of CVC's to integrate into simple one-word NLM's (see 

Montague, 1972, p. 258). Such might be one way to ex

plain an AV-AS interaction. 

Unfortunately, complete crossover of AV and AS does 

not occur to the extent necessary to f ind--in sufficient 

numbers for an exp~riment--items which are high on one 

scale and low on the other. AV and AS are positively 

correlated and Montague and Kiess used only a small 

sample of all the possible pairs of CVC's. It is im

possible to compare items with either high or low AS at 

both high and low AV. It is only possible'to compare 

items with either high or high-medium AS at high AV 

(HH - H1n) and to compare items with either low or low

medium AS at low AV (LL - LM). 

Some researchers attempt to overcome the problem 

of incomplete crossover by performing a third comparison 

between the two previous comparisons. In short the 
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prediction is that the difference between AS levels at 

high AV level is significantly larger than the dif

ference between AS levels at low AV level. They assume 

that this third comparison gives an estimate of the 

interaction of AS and AV effects. 

Instead of this third comparison, Wearing used 

the reports of NLM use in place of AS, probably assuming 

that an item for which an NLM is reported has for that 

subject a higher AS value and therefore higher pre

experimental memory trace strength than an item for 

which no NLM is reported, Wearing used 60 CVC syllable 

pairs scaled for AS and AV. Both CVC's in a pair had 

the same AV. There were 15 hiBh AV, high AS (HH} pairs1 

15 high AV, high-medium AS (HM) pairs; 15 low AV, low

mediurn AS (LM} pairs; and 15 low AV, low AS (LL) pairs. 

3oth LL and LM groups of items had the same average AV, 

and both m-r and HM groups had the same average AV. 

Each pair was presented once for 15 seconds. Twenty

four hours later recall was tested by presenting the 

first member of each pair and asking for the second. 

Subjects were told that they would receive 2¢ for every 

correctly recalled item. They also were told to make 

confidence ratings on a 5-point scale for each response 

recalled. A second recall test immediately followed the 
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f i.!'st test so that subjects could report any NLM's 

they had used in learning any of the pairs. 

·#earing found that his subjects recalled 68% more 

incorrect responses than correct responses and that 

they were quite capable of distinguishing between the 

correct and incorrect. The proportion of correct 

responses increased directly with AV, AS and NLM use. 

Wearing used two types of conditional probability, 

probably as an alternative to receiver operating char

acteristic (ROC) curves. Both types of conditional 

probability are derived from a decision matrix of true 

positives (hits), false positives (false alarms), true 

negatives (correct rejections), and false negatives 

(misses). The decision matrix of confidence ratings 

and recall is shown in Table 1. 

Insert Table 1 about here 

The first conditional probability is the proportion 

of all "positives" which were also "true," or in other 

words the proportion of all responses with high confidence 

ratings which were also correctly recalled. Because a 

high confidence rating (a 5) depends on perceptual and 

memo~y traces of high strength, this conditional probability 
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sho~ld be uninfluenced by AV level or reports of an 

x:,:.! being used. 

The second (or 0 reverse") conditional probability 

is the proportion of all 0 true's" which were also posi

tive, or in other words the proportion of all correctly 

recalled responses which were also given a high conf i

dence rating. Because a correct recall sometimes can 

occur with perceptual or memory traces which are weak, 

. out high confidence ratings require strong memory and 

perceptual traces, this reverse conditional probability 

is L"'lfluenced by AV and report of an NLM being used. 

According to Wearing, the conditional probability 

of a ~esponse being correct, given a high confidence 

!"atL"lg, is high and is "more or less" uninfluenced by 

AV, AS or NT .... 1.M use. This conditional probability is the 

probability of recall conditional on confidence rating. 

·l'iea!'h1g states that the recognition of a correct response 

as cor!'.'ect--in other words, a confidence rating of 5-

depends on perceptual and memory traces of high strength, 

too high to be influenced by variations in AV, AS or 

~ILM use. 

However, the reverse conditional probability of a 

high confidence rating given correct recall is influenced 

by A'/, AS a."'Jd NLM use. (The probability of A conditional 
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on 3 does not have to equal the probability of B con

ditional on A.) Wearing states that recall can occur 

sometimes when either memory or perceptual traces have 

low strength although a high confidence rating re

quires both memory and perceptual traces to have high 

strength. Memory and perceptual trace strength in

crease with NLM use and AV. 

Wearing also found that response latency decreases 

as subjective certainty increases. He concluded that 

his results provide support for Adams' dual trace model 

with the comparison process as the source of information 

about the information in memory. 

Eis data, however, seem to fit the partial recall 

hypothesis almost as well as closed-loop theory. Wearing•s 

data on response latency particularly support the auto-

ma. tic i ty notion. Subjects seem able to base their con

fidence ratings on the latency of their recall. 

Of course Wearing's data on the conditional pro

babilities do not support this, in that the probability 

of correct recall given high confidence ratings appears 

to be uninfluenced by variation in AV, AS or NLM use. 

The appearances could be misleadingp however. for by 

paying his subjects 2¢ for each correct recall, he 

lowered their response criterion to the point that they 
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~ade 68% more errors of commission than correct recalls. 

·,'ii th so many responses on which to make confidence 

ratings, subjects may have given high confidence rat

ings only to those responses of which they were absolute

ly certain. For the two levels of AV Wearing found pro

~abilities of 88 and 81 for low AV and 90 and 95 for 

high AV. For the NLM presence or absence he found con

iitional probabilities of 88 and 90 for no NLM and 81 

and 95 for NLM. These probabilities are so high that 

a.'1Y di~ferences among them are likely to be hidden. 

If, in replicating Wearing•s study without the 2¢ 

bonus, trends in the conditional probabilities are found, 

nearL~g's support for Adams' theory can be questioned. 

Su:h a replication is performed here. In addition to 

~he confidence ratings, feeling-of-knowing ratings are 

used. Feeling-of-knowing results should duplicate the 

results of the confidence ratings and provide further 

evidence for either the partial recall hypothesis or 

the closed-loop hypothesis. 

As already mentioned, feeling-of-knowing ratings 

in Adams' theory should depend upon a certain minimum 

~erceptual and memory trace strength, whereas recogni

tion requires only perceptual trace strength. Therefore, 

whereas the results of feeling-of-knowing ratings should 
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depend on both AV and AS, the recognition results should 

depend only on AV. If AS is found to have an effect on 

recognition results, then support for Adams' theory can 

be further questioned. 

Method 

Subjects. The experiment was administered to 

undergraduate volunteers from three psychology courses, 

in five groups ranging in size from twenty-one to three 

and to two other volunteers from those classes separate

ly. All subjects received the same treatment. A total 

of 40 subjects participated. Of these, the responses of 

nine were later dropped: six because of failure to fol

low instructions, two because ~f failure to recall any 

items correctly, and one because of her report that she 

had stopped concentrating halfway through the procedure 

because of sleepiness. 

Materials. The 48 CVC pairs were divided into four 

groups of items. The first two groups consisted of 12 

high AV {mean=99, range=97-100), high AS (mean=95, range= 

91-98) pairs (HH) and 12 high AV (mean=99, range=97-100), 

high-medium AS (mean=75. range=68-8J) pairs (HM). These 

two groups of 12 pairs each had the same mean AV but dif

ferent mean AS. The other two groups consisted of 12 

low AV (mean=42, range=J8-46), low-medium AS (mean=62, 
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range=57-68) pairs (LM) and 12 low AV (mean=42, range= 

39-46), low AS (mean=JJ, range=25-J9) pairs {LL). Both 

of these two groups had the same mean AV but different 

mean AS. 

A single order of the 48 items was used for all 

subjects. To be certain that serial position effects 

were minimized, the order was divided into four posi

tions. Prom each group of AV-AS levels, three pairs 

were randomly assigned to each of four blocks. Within 

each block the 12 pairs assigned to it were randomly 

ordered. The four blocks were then randomly assigned 

to the four order positions. Thus each block con

sisted of an equal number of pairs randomly selected 

from each AV-AS group of pairs, the pairs were randomly 

ordered within each block, and the blocks were randomly 

ordered. The same order was used on all learning and 

test trials. 

The list was presented by slide projector. Each 

pair was typed on a single slide for presentation on 

the learning trial. For the recall test, the stimulus 

members of the pairs were numbered in the same order as 

on the l~arning trial and typed onto slides with the 

number, one stimulus member to a slide. 

A test booklet was developed in which subjects were 

to record their responses. On the first page were the 
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instructions for the recall test. On pages 2, J and ~ 

were the answer sheets for the recall tests, the ratings 

and the NLM reports. The answer sheets consisted of 

lines numbered 1 to 48 (16 lines to a page) on which the 

appropriate responses could be written. Beside. each 

numbered line were two sets of the numbers 1 to 5 ar

ranged in two columns on each page. Above the first 

column on each page was printed "confidence ratings." 

Above the second column of five numbers was printed 

"feelings of knowing." Beside the two sets of numbers 

was a longer line on which subjects could record their 

NLM's. 

The recognition test was placed on the back and 

front of a separate page. It consisted of a multiple 

choice test format with the first member of each pair 

followed by four alternatives, one of which was the 

second m~mber of the pair. The four alternatives all 

had the same first letter but differed in the last two 

letters. None of the incorrect alternatives had been 

paired with another first member in the learning trial. 

The items on the recognition test were in the same order 

as on the learning trial and recall trial. 

Procedure. Before presenting the pairs, subjects 

were instructed that following seeing the pairs once, 
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they would be given a recall test in which the first 

member of the pairs would be presented and they would 

have to recall the second member with which it had been 

paired. They were encouraged to try to concentrate on 

learning the pairs so they could correctly recall as 

many as possible of the second members. To be correct 

a recalled second member had to be matched with the first 

member with which it had been paired. 

The pairs were then presented one at a time. Each 

pair was presented for 10 seconds with no pause between 

pairs, although in general it required several seconds 

to remove one pair from presentation and present the 

next pair. 

Following presentation of the list of pairs, the 

subjects were each given an answer booklet and told to 

read the directions and listen to a tape recording of 

the directions being read. Subjects were instructed 

that the first member of every pair would be presented 

for 30 seconds and that those first members would be 

numbered. As a first member was presented the subjects 

were to try to recall the eve syllable that had been 

paired with it. If they could recall it they were to 

write it down on the blank with the number that matched 

the number of the first member with which it had been 
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paired. If they were able to recall a eve syllable 

but were not entirely certain it was correct they were 

to write it down anyway. If they could not recall a 

syllable, they were to put an °x 0 on the line with the 

matching number. This step, along with numbering the 

lines, served to prevent any confusion in scoring. 

Subjects were further instructed that if they could 

recall the response member they were to make a confidence 

rating by circling the appropriate number in the first 

column labeled "confidence ratings." The confidence 

ratings consisted of rating on a scale of 1 to 5 how 

certain or confident subjects were that the response was 

correct. The subjects were told that the numbers of this 

scale represented the followings 

Confidence Ratings: 

1 - Very confident it is not correct 

2 Fairly confident it is not correct 
. 

3 - Do not know one way or another 

4 Fairly confident it is correct 

5 - Very confident it is correct 

On all first members that were presented, subjects 

were instructed to make a feeling-of-knowing judgment by 

circling the appropriate number in the second column 

labeled "feelings of knowing ... These judgments consisted 
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of ~ating on a scale from 1 to 5 how certain or conf i

dent the subjects were that they would be able to recog

nize the correct response on a multiple choice test from 

among four alternatives, even though they might not be 

able to recall the response. Subjects were reminded 

that it is easier to recognize an item than to recall it. 

The subjects were told that the numbers of this scale 

represented the following: 

Feelings of Knowing: 

1 - Very confident I will not recognize it 

2 - Fairly confident I will not recognize it 

3 - Do not know one way or another 

4 - Fairly confident I will recognize it 

5 - Very confident I will recognize it 

Subjects were instructed that when they recalled a 

response they were to write down any associative devices 

they had used to learn the pair. They were to record 

these devices on the line on the right hand side of the 

page beside the feeling-of-knowing rating. They were 

given an example of each of several types of NLM's. 

Finally they were urged to concentrate to avoid care

less mistakes and told to open to the second page. After 

ensuring that all the subjects' questions had been answered 

the experimenter presented the stimulus members of the 
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pairs one at a time by slide projector. They were pre

sented in the same order as in learning. 

After completing the recall test, subjects were 

given the recognition test. They were instructed to 

select the alternative which they believed was the second 

member of the pair and put its letter in the space in 

front of the stimulus term. If they remembered an NLM 

which there was any possibility that they had not re

ported on the recall test, they were to write it down 

on the recognition test under the four alternatives. 

They would have 20 minutes to complete the recognition 

test. When they finished they were to close the test 

booklet. 

Results 

Recall, recognition, and NLM use are all directly 

related to AV-AS level (see Table 2). Because of the in

complete crossover of AS and AV, an assumption is made 

that a triple comparison can be conducted to obtain some 

estimate of the interaction of AS and AV that might be 

found if AV-AS crossover were complete. Earlier studies 

Insert Table 2 about here 

(Wearing, Walker & Montague, 1967; Montague & Kiess, 1968; 
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Walker, Montague & Wearing, 1970) have also made this 

assumption. 

The triple planned comparison involves testing the 

difference between HH and HM, the difference between LM 

and LL, and the difference between the two differences. 

According to the assumption, unless all tests are sig

nificant, no estimate of interaction should be made. 

The comparison between the HH and HM groups is sig

nificant for mean recall scores, mean recognition scores 

and mean NLM scores (see Table J). The comparison be

tween the LM and LL groups is significant for mean re

call scores and mean NLM scores but not for mean recog

nition scores. The comparison of the two differences 

Insert Table J about here 

is significant only for recall. Although the difference 

between the HH and HL groups is always larger than the 

difference between LM and LL, AS and AV appear to inter

act only for recall and not for recognition and NLM use. 

The relationships with recall, recognition and NLM 

use are tested separately for AV and AS. Both AS and AV 

are directly and significantly related to recall, recog

nition and NLM reports (see Table J). The pooled means 
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for high and low AV are also shown in Table 2. All F 

values reported are calculated with repeated measures 

on the subjects across all levels of either AV or AS. 

Confidence rating level is directly related to cor

rect recall (see Table 4). The.A.2 (1) value for this 

relationship is 331.44, which is highly significant. 

Whereas in Wearing's study 68% more errors of commission 

were given than correct responses, in this study 39% 

fewer errors of commission are given than correct re-

Insert Table 4 about here 

sponses. Nevertheless, the proportions of both errors 

of commission and correct responses across the five 

levels of confidence ratings are close to the propor

tions found by Wearing. 

The relationship between feeling-of-knowing rating 

level and recognition is significant and direct with a 

2 X: (1) value of 227.44 (see Table 4). The relationship 

of feeling-of-knowing and recognition does not appear to 

be quite as strong as the relationship of confidence 

ratings a~d recall. 

The conditional probability of high subjective cer

tainty given correct responding appears to be smaller for 

high feeling-of-knowing rating conditional on correct 
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recognition than for high confidence rating conditional 

on correct recall (see Table 5). The trends of the con

ditional probabilities across AV levels and NLM use for 

confidence ratings/recall are different from those for 

feeling-of-knowing ratings/recognition. The trends of 

the conditional probabilities of confidence ratings/re

call are close to the conditional probabilities reported 

by Wearing, although they are lower. The results for 

recognition appear different from the results for recall. 

Testing for these trends involving 4- and 3-way 

interactions is difficult because the data are nominally 

scaled. One possibility is the testing of the four two

by-two contingency tables formed by both the set of the 

first numbers in the parentheses in Table 5 (see Note) 

Insert Table 5 about here 

and the set of the second numbers in the parentheses. 

For instance, the first two-by-two table consists of the 

numbers 2, 18, J1, 212. A 1.-2 
can test the interaction 

within this contingency table and two binomial tests can 

test the totals of the rows and columns for main effects. 

The only significant },.
2 (97.18, df=l, p<.01) is 

revealed in the contingency table of the number of cor

rectly recognized items. All main effects, howevar, 
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a.re significant by binomial probabilities (p<.01). 

The reverse conditional probabilities of correct 

responding given high subjective certainty appear to be· 

directly related to AV level and NLM use with one ex

ception (see Table 6). The conditional probability of 

correct recall/high confidence rating for low AV and no 

reported NLM is 1.00. The extremely low call frequency 

of two should cause this conditional probability to be 

highly unreliable and therefore it should be ignored. 

With that exception, the trends seem to argue against 

Wearing•s conclusion that this conditional probability 

is uninfluenced by AV and reported NLM use. 

Insert Table 6 about here 

Using the four contingency tables formed from the 

sets of either the first or the second numbers in the 

parentheses in Table 6 (see Note) provides £urther evi

dence for the existence of trends. None of the four 

contingency tables has a significant~, but all the 

main effects of AV level and reported NLM use are signi

ficant by binomial probabilities (p<.01). 

One problem in arguing from these conditional proba

bilities is that they are calculated from slices of a 
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larger pie. They represent only some of the possible 

relationships to be found in a full analysis of response 

variable (either recall or recognition) by the subjective 

certainty variable (either confidence rating or feeling

of-knowing rating) by the reported NLM use variable by 

the AV level variable. If a larger analysis could be 

performed, a number of more striking trends could 

possibly be found. For instance, NLM use is directly 

and significantly related to both correct recall (X. 2= 

908.98, df=2, p<.01) and correct recognition cX' 2= 

244.JO, df=1, p<.01). The percentages of items for 

which NLM's were reported are 73% of correctly recalled 

items and 89% of correctly recognized items. As already 

mentioned, reported NLM use is also directly related to 

AS and AV. 

Discussion 

To summarize the results, (a} correct recall is di

rectly .related to confidence ratings, repor.ted NLM use, 

and AV-AS level. (b) Correct recognition is also direct

ly related to feeling-of-knowing ratings, reported NLM 

use, and AV-AS level. (c) Reported use of an NLM is 

directly related to AV-AS level. (d) The conditional 

probabilities of high confidence ratings conditional 

on correct recall appear somewhat larger and somewhat 

different in trend than the conditional probabilities of 
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high feeling-of-knowing ratings conditional on correct 

recognition. {e) Both of these sets of conditional pro

babilities are directly related to AV level and reported 

use of an NLM. (f) The reverse conditional probabilities 

of correct recall conditional on high confidence ratings 

are similar in trend to the reverse conditional proba

bilities of correct recognition conditional on high 

feeling-of-knowing ratings. (g) Both sets of reverse 

conditional probabilities are directly related to AV 

level and reported use of an NLM. (h) Both sets of the 

reverse conditional probabilities appear larger than both 

sets of the other conditional probabilities. 

This study replicates Wearing's findings with two 

exceptions which in themselves challenge his support of 

Adams' closed-loop hypothesis. Wearing states that the 

conditional probabilities of high confidence ratings 

conditional on correct recall are directly related to 

AV level and reported use of an NLM, but that the reverse 

conditional probabilities of correct recall conditional 

on high confidence ratings are "more or less the same 

regardless of AV level and reported use of an NLM." 

According to closed-loop theory, the reason for this dif

ference between the two types of conditional probabilities 

is that high confidence ratings require high trace strength 
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for both perceptual and memory traces, but correct re

call occurs sometimes when there is a weak memory trace 

(see Adams & Bray, 1970). By that rationale, a correct 

recall does not predict a high confidence rating, but a 

high confidence rating almost always ensures that recall 

will be found to be correct. 

Further, as AV increases and as NLM's are reported, 

trace strength of both perceptual and memory traces 

should increase. As trace strength increases the pro

portion of correctly recalled items which receive a 

high confidence rating (high confidence rating condi

tional on correct recall) should also increase, but 

the proportion of items with a high confidence rating 

which are also correctly recalled {correct recall con

ditional on high confidence rating) should not increase 

because all items with high confidence ratings already 

have high strength perceptual and memory traces. 

The conditional probabilities found in this study 

do not appear "more or less the same regardless of AV 

level or whether or not an NLM was reported." This is 

one exception in the replication of Wearing's findings. 

It is probably the result of the other exception, which 

pertains to the proportion of responses which are errors 

of commission. Wearing reports that subjects gave more 

errors of commission than correct responses and he reports 
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that this occurred probably because of the 2¢ bonus he 

gave for each correct response. In the present study 

no bonas for correct responding was given and the sub

jects gave fewer errors of commission than correct 

responses. 

In support of closed-loop theory, the reverse con

ditional probabilities of correct recall conditional on 

high confidence ratings are still higher than the other 

conditional probabilities of high confidence ratings 

conditional on correct recall, but this finding can 

also be explained by the partial recall hypothesis in 

the following fashion. If a response occurs easily or 

automatically it will certainly receive a high conf i

dence rating and will be correctly recalled, but some 

correctly recalled responses do not occur automatically 

and will not receive a high confidence rating. If a 

response receives a high confidence rating because it 

occurred automatically or easily, it will probably also 

be correctly recalled, but of course not all of the 

items with a confidence rating of 5 are correctly 

recalled. If a response is correctly recalled, it may 

not have a high confidence rating because it may not 

have occurred easily or automatically. Of course, cor

rectness and automaticity of recall are highly related, 
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so ~hat many correctly recalled items will have a high 

co?"?.f idence rating. The conditional probabilities of 

high confidence rating conditional on correct recall 

are lower than the reverse conditional probabilities of 

correct recall conditional on high confidence ratings. 

The results from recognition and feeling-of-knowing 

ra~ings have tended to duplicate the results from con

fidence ratings and recall with two exceptions. First, 

the conditional probabilities of high feeling-of-knowing 

ratL"lg given correct recognition {in other words, the 

proportions of the correctly recognized items which had 

a high feeling-of-knowing rating) were different in 

trend from the conditional probabilities of high con

fidence rating conditional on correct recall (in other 

words, the proportions of the correctly recalled items 

which were given a high confidence rating). These lat

te~ conditional probabilities have a direct relationship 

bet~een AV level and reported use of an NLM• The former 

conditional probabilities show an interaction with NLM's, 

appearing to have different effects at the high AV level 

than at the low AV level. This reversal of the recogni

tion advantage of NLM's occurs because approximately 25% 

of items (and probably more) are recognized by chance. In 

these cases the subject did not know the right answer and 
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he knew he did not know it, but by luck he happened to 

choose the correct alternative from among the four al

~ernatives. Therefore although fewer of the low AV 

items were correctly recognized, a greater proportion 

of them than of the high AV items was recognized cor

rectly because of chance. Items correctly recognized by 

chance are not likely to be accompanied by an NLM. 

The second exception to the duplication of recall 

results by recognition results occurs in the lack of 

interaction of AV and AS effects on recognition. This 

tends to support closed-loop theory because that theory 

~ould predict minimal effect for AS on recognition. This 

finding, too, may have resulted from the higher chance 

level of recognition than recall, although the reason is 

not clear. As shown in Figure 1, the main difference 

bet·..,.een recall and recognition seems to be that AS level 

has much less effect within AV levels in recognition 

perfor:nance than in recall. 

Insert Figure 1 about here 

In conclusion, in spite of this recall-recognition 

difference, the results reduce the support for closed

loop theory and thereby raise the partial recall hypo

thesis in stature. In addition, the results demonstrate 
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agaL~ that confidence ratings and feelings-of-knowing are 

valid sources of information about knowledge in memory, 

a.~d that the validity of such information increases 

directly with AV, AS and reported use of an NLM. 
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Table 1 

Decision Matrix 

Memory outcome 

Correct 

True 
Positive 

False 
Negative 

Correct 

Incorrect 

False 
Positive 

True 
Negative 

Incorrect 

45 

Total 

Positive 

Negative 
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Table 2 

Mean Recall, Recognition and NLM Scores for 

Associability Scale (AS) Levels within Association 

Value (AV) Levels and Mean Differences between 

~~o AS Levels within each AV Level and Mean Scores 

for AV Levels pooled over Two AS Levels 

Group 

AS 

High AV 
H-AS 

H."tl-AS b 
Difference 

Low AV 
LM-AS 

L-AS 
Diff erencec 

High 

Low 

Recall Recognition 

Levels within AV levelsa 

5.58 10.10 
3.67 9.19 
1.91 • 91 

1.09 6.19 
.26 5.84 
.83 .35 

AV levels only 

J.64 

.68 

9.19 . 

5.84 

NLM 

7.?? 
6.10 
1.67 

J.J9 
2.29 
1.10 

6.10 

2.29 

Note. Each AV level is composed of 24 items with a 

total possible score of 24. Each AS level is one-half of 

the AV level within which it falls, with a total possible 

score of 12. 

~-AS = high AS, HM-AS = high-medium AS, LM-AS = 
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low-mediu.~ AS, L-AS = low AS. 

47 

bDifference = high AS minus high-medium AS. 

cDifference = low-medium AS minus low AS. 
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Table J 

F Values for Analysis of Variance with Repeated Measures 

on the Relationships between Recall, Recognition 

and NLM Reports with Association Value 

Levels (AV) and Associability Scale Levels (AS) 

Together in a Triple Comparison and Separately 

Test Recall Recognition NLM 

AV and AS in a Triple Comoarison 

HH - HM a )2.80** 6.50* 9.29** 

LM - LLb 21.07** 1.02 8.69** 

dl 
d c 

2 
6.9)* 1.)9 1.J4 

Separately for AV and AS 

AV 116.28** 164.44** 112.09** 

AS 85.64** 66.6J** 6J.79** 

~ = high AV-high AS, HM = high AV-high-medium AS. 

bLM = low AV-low-medium AS, LL = low AV-low AS. 

0 d
1 

= HH minus HM, d2 = LM minus LL. 

*p<.05 

**p<.01 
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Table 4 

Proportional Distribution of Errors of Commission 

and Correct Responses of Recall over the 

Five Categories of Confidence Ratings and of 

Incorrect a'l"\d Correct Responses of Recognition over 

the Five Categories of F'eeling-of-Knowing Ratings 

Subj8ctive certainty Row 
Totals 

Variable 1 2 3 Ii 5 Sum 
_.....,., _ _..,,.. __ 

Recall Confidence ratings 

.. ----
Errors of .26 11J . <16 .18 .06 1.00 238 
Com.mission 

. .- . 

Correct .OJ .01 .06 .11 .80 1. 00 JJO 
Responses 

Recognition Feeling-of-knowing ratings 

Incorrect .22 .22 .J2 
Responses 

.19 • 05 1.00 513 

Correct .10 .10 .20 .21 .J9 1.00 966 
Responses 

~· Response frequencies in the body of this 

table are expressed as a proportion of their respective 

row totals. 
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Table 5 

Probability of a Correct Response (Recall or 

Recognition) Falling into the Highest Category (5) of 

Subjective Certainty· (Confidence or Feeling-of-Knowing 

Ratings) as a Function of AV Level and the 

Reported Use of a Natural Language Mediator (NIJ4) 

AV level Use of 

Of items NLM 

Low No 

Yes 

High No 

High Yes 

Conditional probability 

Recall a 

.40 

(2/5) 

.47 

(18/J8) 

.66 

(Jl/47) 

.88 

(212/240) 

R •t• b ecogni ion 

• 02 

(5/241) 

.J8 

(50/1J2) 

.26 

{50/19J) 

,65 

(26J/405) 

~· Second number in parentheses is total num

ber of correct items. First number is the number of 

those correct items which were in Category 5. 

~obability of high confidence rating conditional 

on correct recall. 

bProbability of high feeling-of-knowing rating 

conditional on correct recognition. 
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Table 6 

Response Correctness (Recall or Recognition) as 

a Function of Association Value {AV) Level, 

Reported Use of a Natural Language Mediator (NLM), 

and High (Category 5) Subjective Certainty 

(Confidence or Feeling-of-Knowing Ratings) 

AV level Use of Conditional probability 

Of items NLM Recall a Recognitionb 

Low No 1.00 .J6 
(2/2) (5/14) 

Low Yes .69 • 82 
(18/26) (.50/61) 

High No .94 .89 
(Jl/JJ) (50/56) 

High Yes ,98 .99 
{212/217) (27J/276) 

Note. The second number in parentheses is the num

ber of items given a rating of 5. The first number is the 

number of those with a rating of S which were correct. 

8l>robability of correct recall conditional on high 

confidence rating (Category 5). 

bProbability of correct recognition conditional on 

high feeling-of-knowing rating (Category 5). 
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Figure 1 

P:'oportion of Correct Memory Responses for 

~ecall Compared with Recognition for 

Each of the Four Groups of Iternss Low-Low. 

:.c·,ii-L-~w-Medium, High-High-Medium and High-High 

.9 

.sJ Recognition 

- __!""" -

Recall 

.1 

~ 
Level-: Low Low-med. High-med. High 

=..evel: LO'I/ Low High High 
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